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From Meme Coin to Governance Token of a Dedicated Meme Coin CEX
Thoon began its journey as a meme coin, a cryptocurrency celebrated for its popularity
and humorous essence. However, its trajectory extends far beyond the realm of humor.
The visionaries behind Thoon harbor grand ambitions: to elevate this meme into a
foundational element of a forthcoming CEX (Centralized Exchange) exclusively tailored for
meme coins, aptly named Thoony exchange.

Giving Real Utility to Thoon
The objective of this metamorphosis is straightforward: to confer genuine utility upon
$Thoon. Instead of merely serving as a speculative commodity, it will transition into the
governance token of the Thoony exchange. In essence, $Thoon holders will wield
significant authority over the platform’s functions and decisions.

In essence, Thoon transcends the confines of a mere meme coin. It represents an
audacious endeavor poised to revolutionize the meme coin sphere by providing a
dedicated platform and bestowing genuine utility upon them. Governed by $Thoon
holders, the Thoony exchange harbors the potential to become an indispensable hub for
meme coin enthusiasts and investors alike.

For those seeking a meme coin with genuine promise, Thoon warrants vigilant
observation. Its evolution into the governance token of a specialized CEX could render it
invaluable in the days ahead.

ABOUT US
READY TO FLY? Thoony EXCHANGE!



ABOUT THOONY EXCHANGE 

Thoony exchange Highlights:

Specialized Meme Coin Marketplace: Exclusively designed for meme coin enthusiasts, Thoony

exchange offers a tailored platform catering to their unique preferences and needs.

Decentralized Governance via $Thoon: $Thoon holders have substantial influence over the

exchange's direction, engaging in decentralized governance through voting mechanisms to shape

its development.

Meme Coin Incubator & Support Hub: Thoony exchange acts as a nurturing space for emerging

meme coin projects, providing mentorship, resources, and support to foster their growth and

success in the meme coin ecosystem.

Step into a new era of meme coin trading with Thoony exchange, where innovation

meets community empowerment. As a pioneer in revolutionizing meme coin trading,

Thoony exchange offers more than just a platform; it's a dynamic ecosystem driven by

decentralized governance, innovative tokenomics, and an unwavering commitment to

security and inclusivity.
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BENEFITS OF THE THOONY EXCHANGE
The Thoony exchange is poised to deliver an array of features and advantages

to its users, comprising:

MEME COIN TRADING PLATFORM DECENTRALIZED GOVERNANCE

MEME COIN INCUBATOR STAKING PROGRAM

Thoon will facilitate seamless
buying, selling, and

exchanging of popular meme
coins.

$Thoon holders will actively
participate in shaping the

trajectory of the CEX by voting
on proposals and influencing

its evolution.

 Thoon will nurture and guide
nascent, promising meme

coin ventures.

Users can earn passive
income by staking their

$Thoon.

Thoony exchange
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Dedicated Meme Coin Marketplace

Intuitive User Interface

01Thoon Trading Platform is exclusively tailored for
meme coin trading, providing a specialized
marketplace where users can buy, sell, and
exchange their favorite meme coins with ease.

Advanced Trading Tools

Decentralized Governance

REVOLUTIONIZING
MEME COIN TRADING
Thoon Trading Platform represents a paradigm shift in meme coin trading, offering a
dynamic and user-friendly environment designed to cater specifically to meme coin
enthusiasts. 

With a focus on innovation, security, and community engagement, Thoon provides an
unparalleled trading experience that empowers users to explore, engage, and thrive in the
world of meme coin trading.

The platform boasts an intuitive and user-friendly
interface, ensuring seamless navigation and an
optimal trading experience for users of all levels of
expertise.

Thoon offers a comprehensive suite of advanced
trading tools and features, including real-time
market data, customizable charts, and advanced
order types, empowering users to make informed
trading decisions.

Thoon's decentralized governance model allows
$THOON token holders to actively participate in
shaping the platform's development and direction
through democratic decision-making processes.



2 Years

PRESALE IS AVAILABLE
Thoon Token Presale Launches: Join the Adventure Today!

Thoon, an ambitious and revolutionary project, opens the doors of its presale to all participants
from March 1st to September 27th. This crucial phase marks the beginning of a promising
adventure and offers a unique opportunity to acquire the Thoon token at a discounted price

before its official launch.

Invest now and enjoy many benefits:
We offer four flexible staking options to suit your needs:

Accessibility for all

Participate in the presale
with a minimum

investment of 0.034 BNB
and a maximum of 2

BNB.

CLICK TO PARTICIPATE

Get access to the Thoon
token at a preferential
price before its market

launch.

Attractive price Advantageous referral system

Generate an affiliate link and
share it with your friends and

family. For each purchase
made through your link, you

will receive a 10%
commission in BNB.
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WHY PARTICIPATE IN THE PRESALE?
Thoon represents a groundbreaking opportunity for meme coin enthusiasts
to engage in a vibrant and innovative trading ecosystem. With its focus on
decentralization, innovation, and community empowerment, Thoon is poised
to revolutionize the meme coin trading landscape.

Discounted Rates:
Presale participants enjoy discounted rates on Thoon tokens, providing them
with immediate value and potential for future appreciation. By securing
tokens at a lower price during the presale stage, investors can capitalize on
the potential upside of Thoon's growth and adoption.

Priority Allocation: 
Presale participants often receive priority allocation of tokens, ensuring
that they secure their desired investment amount without the risk of
missing out due to high demand during the public sale phase.

Engagement with the Project: 
Participating in the presale allows investors to become early supporters and
contributors to the Thoon project. By joining the presale, investors gain a
sense of ownership and engagement with the platform's development and
success, fostering a deeper connection with the Thoon community.



Create a MetaMask Wallet using either a
desktop computer or an iOS/Android mobile
device.

HOW TO BUY $THOON?
Purchase $Thoon tokens effortlessly through our user-friendly

platform interface

YOU NEED THE METAMASK WALLET!

STEPS TO FOLLOW!
CREATE A METAMASK WALLET

SEND BNB TO YOUR WALLET
Transfer BNB to your MetaMask or Trust
wallet from exchanges like Binance, Bitmart,
Coinbase, Gate, etc.

CONNECT TO PRESALE
Go to Presale page and click the “Connect” button.
When Metamask asks for your signature, go ahead
and sign it.

Swap your BNB for $THOON.
Now you can swap your BNB for $THOON. Click on the
Swap Button to finalize your trade.
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STAKING IS AVAILABLE
Earn rewards by staking your Thoon tokens

Staking is a simple and secure way to generate passive income with your
cryptocurrency. By staking your Thoon tokens, you participate in Thoon network

governance and receive rewards in return.

Choose your staking period and rewards
We offer four flexible staking options to suit your needs:

30 Days 3 Months 1 Year 2 Years

Stake your Thoon
tokens for 30 days

and earn 2% in
returns.

Stake your Thoon
tokens for 3 months

and earn 5% in
returns.

Stake your Thoon
tokens for 1 year
and earn 15% in

returns.

Stake your Thoon
tokens for 2 years
and earn 23% in

returns.

CLICK FOR STAKING
The longer you stake, the higher your rewards!
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THOON NFT LAB
Buy, Swap, Stake all on our website, the future memes NFT lab!

Thoon memes capture
the imagination and spark
laughter, uniting the
community in a collective
experience of joy and
amusement. 

As a cornerstone of the
Thoon community, these
memes exemplify the
spirit of inclusivity and
camaraderie, inviting all
to join in the fun and revel
in the endless
possibilities of meme
culture.
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THOON NFTS CATEGORIES AND THEIR USE CASES
As we delve deeper into the innovative landscape of Thoony exchange, it's essential to
highlight the pivotal role that NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) will play in shaping the
platform's ecosystem. With a total of 10,000 NFTs planned for release, each categorized
into five distinct levels, these digital assets will introduce a new dimension of utility and
rewards for users. 

Here's what you need to know:

THOON NFTS CATEGORIES

Bronze NFTs: Holders of Bronze NFTs will gain exclusive
privileges, including percentage bonuses in staking activities,
enhancing their passive income potential within the Thoon
ecosystem.

Silver NFTs: Silver NFT holders will enjoy the opportunity to
participate in the profits generated from exchange fees,
providing them with a direct stake in the platform's financial
success.

Gold NFTs: Gold NFTs open the doors to rewards on Thoon's
launchpad, granting holders early access to exciting new projects and
investment opportunities within the meme coin space.

Ruby NFTs: With Ruby NFTs, users gain a voice in the governance of
Thoony exchange, enabling them to contribute to important decisions
that shape the platform's future direction.

Sapphire NFTs: The most coveted of all, Sapphire NFTs, provide
holders with access to all privileges across the Thoon ecosystem,
combining the benefits of Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Ruby NFTs into a
single comprehensive package.



Token Name THOON

Symbol $THOON

Network Binance Smart Chain

Type Bep-20

Total Supply 21 million Tokens

Transaction fee 2% Burn

Swap PancakeSwap

Contract Address 0xC460457Cb915C6ED96bf297dB603c0B6d838FEA7

THOON TOKENOMICS
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Presale
10.0 million

Team
3.0 million

Liquidity
3.0 million

Marketing
2.0 million

Staking
2.0 million

Airdrop
1.0 million

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Total supply is 21 million $THOON distributed below!
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ROADMAP

Launch

Create The Website

Engage And Grow Our Community

Through Social Platforms

Presale 

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Collaborate With Influencers

And Content Creators For

Maximum Exposure

Staking

Create Thoony exchange

Grow Holders

Listing

Thoon Dao

Thoon Cex Realise

Burn Token

Thoon Swap

Thoon NFT

MARKETPLACE

TBA
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Limitation of liability

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as

buy/sell signals. THOON will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the

risks and costs associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or

otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investment choices available to

investors. Chances are you'll lose everything you've invested.

No Advice: 

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to

sell or solicit Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract

or make an investment decision.

Investment risks:

Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is unsuitable for all investors.

Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should

carefully examine your investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules

are correct and current.

It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any

doubts, seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of

the information shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be

construed as part of any formal agreement.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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FOLLOW US

THANKS BY 
TEAM THOON

 Elevating Memecoin Standards
with Innovation and Community

Spirit!

https://thoon.xyz/
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